ENL33AE

Lightweight and simple to use, the Energizer® LED Pocket Light fits easily into a pocket, handbag or backpack. This economical light features an LED that never needs replacing and lasts for 60 hours of continuous use between battery changes (with Energizer® MAX® batteries). It also provides ample light for finding keyholes and misplaced objects.

Before Using Your Flashlight:
Please read all instructions and cautionary markings on the package and light

Important Notice
This datasheet contains information specific to products manufactured at the time of its publication. Contents herein do not constitute a warranty. ©Energizer / All Rights Reserved

Specifications:
- Designation: Energizer LED Pocket Light
- Model: ENL33AE
- Color: Blue and White
- Power Source: Three "AAA" batteries
- ANSI/NEMA: Series 24
- Lamp: One White LED
- Lamp Life (hr): Lifetime
- Lamp Output (lumens): 8
- Beam Distance (m): 25
- Peak Beam Intensity (cd): 100
- Run Time (hr/mm): 60
- Typical Weight: 33 grams
- Dimensions (mm): 40 x 78 x 23

Performance:
- Tested according to ANSI/NEMA FL 1 Standards.